




Education  | Data 

I am not a financial advisor. IRL, I’m an engineer with a strong stats background who spends too much time on the
internet.

Aight. So, shit is about to get real real here. Buckle up. Hold onto your tendies. Keep your hands diamond, your balls
titanium and your butthole clenched.

Background History

Some time ago, I noticed a repeating trend with the GME share price. This was the image was from that post. Since
people often made the comment about needing more data to prove if shit was going down, I decided to provide it.

The algorithm has been doing this shit for years: Part 1

A History of C***-KEN ({°}) and McDICK 8==D~~

Before I go too further, I want to identify a few key time frames. One is the Citadel Unusual Number of Tomfuckery
Knavish Economy of Nakedness era occurring in the earlier years of GME (~2008), and Melvin’s Constant Decreasing
Intentional Current Kbullshit era (~2015), which I will refer to as C***-KEN and McDICK respectfully. I have so kindly
made a graphical representation of this for your viewing pleasure. Periodically, some of the dates have not been
presented for formatting and scaling purposes (and because length doesn’t matter, and as a woman, I have no idea what
6 inches really is).

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22Education%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%8F%AB%20%7C%20Data%20%F0%9F%94%A2%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22Education%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%8F%AB%20%7C%20Data%20%F0%9F%94%A2%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22Education%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%8F%AB%20%7C%20Data%20%F0%9F%94%A2%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22Education%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%8F%AB%20%7C%20Data%20%F0%9F%94%A2%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22Education%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%8F%AB%20%7C%20Data%20%F0%9F%94%A2%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22Education%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%8F%AB%20%7C%20Data%20%F0%9F%94%A2%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/ogjkao/i_think_i_figured_out_the_shorting_algorithm/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
https://preview.redd.it/i1ybyd2o0re71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=cb454eda36c31ab4f549ea36231fcf7e35d737ca


The C*** KEN era

Looking in to the past and the SEC website, Citadel started to place married options in the fucking hundred and
thousands starting back in like 2008. (For this table, I stopped consolidating data from the SEC website about 2009
because it’s a bitch and I’m half lazy.)

How fucking bad can this get? Like…. Really? IDK. Let’s look at the GME close, GME FTD, and VIX close starting when
the FTD was first recorded on 10/12/2005.

Hmm…. It looks as if shit got real real in late 2008 when the little red dots turned into a stream of menstrual blood
basically when GME was getting a bunch of FTD’s on the rag, I mean reg.

https://preview.redd.it/6haaho6p0re71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=49ef86bad5786d9d7d11f44d8d1fc8d0b85c5f14
https://preview.redd.it/mqelxj1q0re71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=14dc9b06b7f5058ad3de49a09c3cd85f2a2878b0


Wasn’t Citadel first recorded to fuck shit up in 2008Q3?

What other fuckery happened around this time?! How fucking bad can this get? Like…. Really? IDK, man. Let’s look at a
range of values from 01/01/2007 to 12/31/2010 to look at comparing values and also add some lines to show where
03/31/2008 and 09/30/2009 are located. It also looks inverse so let’s throw in a 1 / VIX close into that group.

Want to know why I clearly have identified the location of the clit in this blue waffle?!

https://preview.redd.it/qv1yw5nt0re71.png?width=364&format=png&auto=webp&s=76154f2f973af0f31bb73e07c61f0b94fc946f9a
https://preview.redd.it/lhaks07u0re71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=fb6169241bc48e50f92bee5ba5507260d7d1d209


This is why. Right around 11/21/2008, VIX had a high that will not be seen again until 2020.

It would thus be inferred that there is a STRONG Fucking correlation of the inverse VIX to the C***-KEN.

VIX and McDICK

In May 2014 (circled within the first blue ball), GME short interest was noted to be markedly increased from ~18% to
26%.

https://preview.redd.it/fsnehfmu0re71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=ec7a2940030483b7b99ae9fd8bc34dbece031ac0
https://preview.redd.it/vcp65x2v0re71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=2e1b4273cf2559ad8edf77e70965229a070976d5


This value increased from ~25% to 32% in July.

Per the SEC quarterly filing, McDICK entered around the 2nd blue ball.

https://preview.redd.it/9kbpa0qv0re71.png?width=599&format=png&auto=webp&s=2ae2d58fda6ff1ee311a95ddb458b6580ae16b75
https://preview.redd.it/by4vpu2w0re71.png?width=604&format=png&auto=webp&s=66b1323c8d9c442e8bdb4f7b7eb9a35b62960081


Here is even the call and put volume of by year to show the number of marriages going on:

https://preview.redd.it/6p77rniy0re71.png?width=241&format=png&auto=webp&s=2152b1b2acd8ebaa8873b63cc134af4ce103164a
https://preview.redd.it/qaitksdz0re71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=26540e0bac309d9a28953ede8a6804bfc5944195


From the OBV, it doesn’t really look like it’s retail. The OBV (blue) pretty fucking much remained the same (if not trended
a wee bit up) while the share price (black) dropped like hot sauce. Looks a lot like what we’ve been seeing now while we
have been holding it in and prairie dogging it until we hit MOASS.

So…. Like WTF happened in 2019?

The numbers of shares dropped by a shit ton. This is why we see a drastic dip in the OBV that was presented in the
beginning.

To be continued

Images speak louder than words and reddit has a cap on that. So here it part 2.

part 1 tweet

https://preview.redd.it/zmpcjlpz0re71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=29b3850ab1f1746463b31807ed5eed4697d41702
https://preview.redd.it/v6x500401re71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=20498ec8849497530eaf895a6f015d00cee15ad8


DD 

And we're back

This is a continuation from part 1 since I used so many images in explaining myself.

So, we have some options in line pun

The shaft of the McDICK era was seen to have a noticeable constantly linearly decreasing value from ~2016 to ~2019.

The algorithm has been doing this shit for years: Part 2

From the OBV, it does not appear that retail is causing the price drop, let’s check out the VIX and see what fucking 
happens when we put these together!!!

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/owlg3z/the_algorithm_has_been_doing_this_shit_for_years/
https://preview.redd.it/qndfu638tze71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=ecfc20c590f57c690099e6b71777cfb7913903a5


GME must be a woman because it has a cycle

While the VIX R^2 may not be the highest check out the fucking regression equation.

During this time, GME and VIX were decreasing at THE SAME FUCKING RATE.

Shit, the max of the VIX was even equal to the low of GME. Nice double helix.

Same rate as well moving inverse similar to the C***-KEN era.

https://preview.redd.it/599hvvw8tze71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=f77aec24761459df428b86a1bc41688ca0cea3fa
https://preview.redd.it/yyxsq75dtze71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=d69e3971b7736787e53f2667a7f5456b5b73dc08


Let’s see how many times each month were highlighted:

Same rate as well moving inverse similar to the C***-KEN era.

The cycles

Let’s look at volume because that’s always a fun one. I’ve had a column for the median values for that month to add
some perspective as well as a column for how much time greater the max is in compared to that median. The median
“Median / Max” was about 2.81 so I’ve highlighted any value greater than 2.9.

https://preview.redd.it/vplhufrgtze71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=4271099d0bcdc640ffec4963cd8808ca407a4459


Seems like quite the commonly occurring overnight changes. Also, I focused on overnight change since I made the 
assumption retail isn’t really a factor (#SorryNotSorry Europoors) and therefore, more just hedge fund fuckery. Overnight 
has been calculated as:

Hmmm… Jan, Mar, Aug, and Nov were the most frequent months that had a stupid high volume. I did not include 2012
solely because I like nice formatting. During the McDICK, we see oscillating cycles that have been occurring for a shit
long time.

Looking at values from 2012 to 2020, it looks as if the greatest ones occurred like the end of each quarter. Interesting.

https://preview.redd.it/fqul3lfhtze71.png?width=129&format=png&auto=webp&s=ffc35ba44e73c6b6764d3adc7fab3d76d6ddf1c4
https://preview.redd.it/eanv34aitze71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=183923e8159d6d1113c75b6688656c413bf7b262


Let’s check the months that had the highest overnight change as well as volume, and look into the minute candles to see
what they fuck is going on. Behavior looks REALLY fucking similar on these days:



Let’s make a fancy table to list the day of the month and year. Well, shit on stick. They often have bene occurring around
the same time frame if not the same fucking day. 2019 seems all fucked but remember how the OBV dropped due to the
share repurchase?

Let’s check the number of net total days in between those days:



Let’s check these dates out. The red dates are for the ones from the greatest overnight change and you can also see
how they often are the ones with a ridiculously high volume as well.

Conclusion / Thoughts

C***-KEN and McDICK have been acting in extremely similar ways due to both exhibiting a stupid number of married
options. The most recent data has been showing cycles that have been repeating itself with even the dates being
basically the same. Ultimately, shit has been fucked up for a long time.

TLDR

The algo for GME has been so stupidly overpowering anything else that even the dates are pretty much the fucking
same. Hold the fucking line.

Peer Review / Comments

I've already ran this by some peers on the discord. u/Leenixus made a post from my findings. u/Leenixus had this
specifically to share:

-All you need to know is that the 30 largest NSCC participants need to post / give this money to the NSCC(DTCC)
once a month for netting monthly expiring options (e.g the options expiring on the '3rd Friday of each month).

This does NOT mean funds. NSCC participants are broker dealers. So the 30 largest may include brokers that self clear
their funds (eg. Citadel) but it may also include exclusively clearing houses (eg. Apex). The list is publicly available and
does NOT include any hedge funds directly.

-The amount they HAVE to post to the NSCC's account is the largest amount they previously required to post in the
last 24 months (In our case it's 2021 January, cause all those options having to be cleared marged RH).



This, while true, is again NOT a fund. It is broker specific and front brokers like RH are obviously more at risk due to their
size compared to something like Fidelity. However, notably, RH would NOT be on this list at all since they are no way a
top 30 NSCC member

-The top 30 NSCC members have to post / give this money to the NSCC on the 3'rd Friday of each month and the 2
days before that.

They have to give to the NSCC BY this date not necessarily on it.

On the 7'th Business day, the NSCC returns the SLD to the Participants (if there's anything left). If there's nothing left
from the SLD and it was all used to net positions, then the NSCC (DTCC) will margin call the participant and request
an additional SLD (Robinhood 28 January)

This is NOT accurate. Robinhood's additional SLD was a direct result of market volatility at the end of January. There is
nothing to suggest this since they were either 1) not on this top 30 list (which they very likely were not) or 2) in the RH
prospectus for their IPO they explicitly state exactly what led to their additional liquidity requirement and THIS was not
part of it.

Edit: Added peer review / comments

changed net days table since it was off by a cell

GME share price sauce
Part 2 Tweet
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